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ĐỀ CƯƠNG ÔN THI HKII, TIẾNG ANH LỚP 11 

I. Write cleft sentences in active voice. 

1.The English pronunciation causes a lot of trouble. 

2.Animal circus makes our children most excited. 

3.Swimming in a swimming pool on a hot day makes us feel healthier. 

4.My husband always helps me do the housework. 

5.My daughter writes this work book with me. 

6.I want to see my English teacher. 

7.She met her husband 25 years ago. 

8.He bought the house for his daughter. 

9.My son has just learned some of irregular verbs by heart. 

10.I advise Lan to go out for relax after studying hard. 

11.I‟d love to see different kinds of painting at the Trang Tien exhibition. 

12.The train leaves for Lang Son at 8:00 a.m everyday. 

13.I met my old teacher at the bus stop by accident. 

14. My daughter was born in 1980. 

15. Bermuda got its name in 1964 

16.I‟ve lost my book 

17. I saw him in the street only last week 

18. You are wrong not me 

19. The meeting began at 7pm 

II. Write cleft sentences in passive voice: 

1. My father gave me a lot of toys. 

2. My husband waters the flowers every day. 

3. They celebrated their wedding last week. 

4. They gave Lindsay a lot of presents. 

5. He described his home town in his novel. 
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6. My friends sent me ten flowers on my birthday. 

7. Mike invited me to attend his sister‟s birthday party. 

8. They gave us many good lessons about friendship. 

9. They are going to build a park near the river. 

10. A hurricane destroyed the small fishing village. 

11. They televised the World Cup soccer all over the world. 

12. Hundreds of people visit The Washington Monument every year. 

13. The government built 100 houses for poor people. 

14. They offered James a good job with some benefits. 

15. The company sent Julie a questionnaire last month. 

16. My mother bought me a present on my birthday.  

17. The girl received a letter from her friend yesterday.  

18. The woman gave him the book. 

19. She sent her friend the postcard.  

20. Hoa borrowed the book from Long. 

21. The little boy greeted his grandfather in a strange language.  

22. The pedestrian asked the policeman a lot of questions. 

23. The dog barked at the stranger.  

24. Fans gave Christina lots of flowers.  

25. The pedestrian asked the policeman for direction to the post office.  

26. People talked a lot about his house.  

27. His father bought him a bicycle on his birthday.  

28. He described his hometown in his novel. 

29. She frightened the children.  

30. Her younger sister broke her glasses.  

31. The prince kissed my younger sister at the party. 

32.  My father gave me this story book as a birthday present.  

33. Vietnamese people celebrate Tet as the greatest occasion in a year.  
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III. Combine each pair of sentences into one, using the conjunctions in brackets.  

1. David can‟t play tennis. David can‟t play football. (neither ............... nor)  

2. The black jacket didn‟t fit her. The white jacket didn‟t fit her. (neither .... nor)  

3. She‟s tired. She‟s hungry. (Not only ............... but also)  

4. Dan was a newcomer, and so was Jim. (both ...... and) 

5. Mary went to London and Kate did, too. (both ...... and) 

6. They won‟t come here tomorrow. They won‟t stay at home.(either ... or) 

7. Mary hasn‟t studied Spanish. Her friend hasn‟t studied Spanish.(neither ... nor) 

8. You can turn in your homework today. You can turn in your homework tomorrow. (either ... or) 

9. Jane doesn‟t go to school today. Mary doesn‟t go to school today. (neither . nor) 

10.Victoria needs a new coat. Victoria needs new tennis shoes. (both ... and) 

11.He isn‟t a doctor. I‟m not a doctor. (neither ... nor) 

12.We may go to The Fish House for lunch. We may go to Bahama Breeze for lunch. (either ... or) 

13.She can‟t ski and I can‟t either. (neither ... nor) 

14.Yesterday, it was cold. Yesterday, it was windy. (not only ... but also) 

15.I don‟t know how to sail. I don‟t know how to ice-skate. (neither ... nor) 

16.If I read a book, it must be interesting. If I read a book, it must be short. (either ... or) 

17.Jack isn‟t kind. Jack isn‟t patient. (neither ... nor) 

18.I would like to eat Pizza for lunch. I would like to eat salad for lunch. (either ... or) 

19.Barbara doesn‟t cook. Barbara doesn‟t sew. (neither ... nor) 

20.We may go to the movies this evening. We may go to the store this evening. (either ... or) 

21.They didn‟t like music. They didn‟t like sports. (neither ... nor) 

22.Bob is angry with his neighbors. Bob is angry with their dog. (both ... and) 

23.John‟s sons enjoy playing soccer. John‟s sons enjoy swimming. (not only ... but also) 

24.I can‟t speak English. Nor can my sister. (neither ... nor) 

25.Cuban food is tasty. Cuban food is nutritious. (both ... and) 

26.Enrique doesn‟t learn English. Enrique doesn‟t learn French. (neither ... nor) 

27.Mr Parker will move to France. He will change job and stay here. (either ... or) 
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28.She decided to change her major. She decided to change universities. (not only ... but also) 

29.The architect did not design the building to be modern. She did not design it to be attractive.(neither 

... nor) 

30.Arthur is absent this evening. Ricardo is absent this evening, too. (both ... and) 

31.The leopard faces extinction. The tiger also faces extinction. (either ... or)  

32.The boy didn‟t do his homework. He didn‟t learn his lesson either. (neither ... nor) 

33.Fred likes helping his friends. So does Linda. (both ... and) 

34.Brian isn't very considerate. Tom isn‟t considerate, either.(neither ... nor) 

35.Ron enjoys horseback riding. Bob enjoys horseback riding. (both ... and) 

36.The library doesn‟t have the book I need. The bookstore doesn‟t have the book I need. (neither ... 

nor) 

37.It rained yesterday. It also snowed yesterday. (not only ... but also) 

38.Jack didn‟t do the homework. Tom didn‟t do the homework, either. (neither ... nor) 

39.Mary comes here tomorrow. Jane also comes here tomorrow. (both ... and)   

40.Her husband doesn‟t speak English. Her children don‟t speak English. (neither ... nor) 

IV. Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same 

  1. He likes playing football and so do I.  

=> Both.............................................................................................................. 

  2. She didn‟t say a word and she didn‟t smile.  

=> She neither.................................................................................................... 

  3. The English team didn‟t play well and the Scottish team didn‟t play well, either.  

=> Neither.......................................................................................................... 

  4. He not only read the book but also remembered what he had read.  

=> Not only............................................................................................................... 

  5. She can‟t write fast. She can‟t type. 

=> She can‟t either ……………………………………………………………….. 

  6. Dick doesn‟t need a bike. He doesn‟t like to go on foot. 

=> Dick doesn‟t either …………………………………………………………… 
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  7. They won‟t come here tomorrow. They won‟t stay at home. 

=> They won‟t either ……………………………………………………………. 

  8. I didn‟t have to go to school last Sunday. He didn‟t have to go to school last Sunday. 

=> Neither ……………………………………………………………………….. 

  9. Mary hasn‟t studied Spanish. Her friend hasn‟t studied Spanish. 

=> Neither ……………………………………………………………………….. 

10. They didn‟t like music. They didn‟t like sports. 

=> They like ……………………………………………………………………… 

11. He isn‟t a doctor. I‟m not a doctor. 

=> Neither …………………………………………………………………….….. 

12. I can‟t speak English. Nor can my sister. 

=> Neither ……………………………………………………………………….. 

VI. Combine these pairs of sentences, using WHERE, WHICH, WHO, WHOM, WHOSE, THAT 

1. The girl is sitting by Jack. She is Mary.  

2. Can you understand the question? He asked you the question last time.  

3. Is that the girl? We saw her on T.V last night.  

4. The farm produces milk. We visited it last Sunday.  

5. At last he married the girl. He loved her.  

6. The man is an engineer. We play with his daughter everyday.  

7. He didn‟t receive the letter. I sent him the letter last January.  

8. He often tells me something about his village. He was born there.  

9.  The children like the funny stories. Their grandmother tells them those stories every evening.  

10. Jack London is a famous American writer. He wrote “Iron heel”.  

11.Our teacher assigned us the homework. We had to finish it within a week. 

12. Ngoc has just moved to a new school. It was built two years ago. 

13.The man is selling lottery tickets. He used to be very rich. 

14.Hai‟s friend is a very interesting boy. He came from Da Nang. 

15.Mekong Delta is located in the South of Viet Nam. It provides most of the rice for exporting. 
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VII. Replace relative clauses by participles and to infinitives 

1. Neil Armstrong was the first man who walked on the moon  

2. I come from a city that is located in the southern part of the country .  

3. The children who attend that school receive a good education .  

4. The scientists who are researching the causes of cancer are making progress .  

5. They live in a house that was built in 1980 .  

6. We have an apartment which overlooks the park .  

7. Yuri Gagarin became the first man who flied into space .  

8. We stood on the bridge which connects the two halves of the building .  

9. I come from a city which is located in the southern part of the country.  

10. The vegetables which are sold in this supermarket are grown without chemicals 

11. He was the last person that would be considered for that position. 

12. Thomas was the first man that reached the top of the mountain. 

13. The first student that hands in the paper will get a small gift.   

14. She was the fourth woman who finished the race. 

15. I really don‟t know the first man that traveled around the world. 

16. The man who is living next door invites us to his wedding anniversary. 

17.The book which is written by Robert gets lots of attention. 

18.Can Tho, which is known as a province with fertile soil conditions, is located in the middle of the 

Mekong River delta. 

19. The victims who were injured in the accident were taken to the hospital. 

20. The message which is sent today may reach them tomorrow 

* Choose the best answer (RELATIVE PRONOUN WITH PREPOSITION) 

1. The woman ______________ I was looking smiled. 

 A. at whose  B. for whom     C. at whom D. at which                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

2. The flat _____________ he lived was dirty. 

 A. in which  B. in what C. to which D. to whom 

3. He is the boy _______________ I went to school. 
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 A. with which  B. to whom C. with whom D. to which 

4. The woman ____________ I told you works in our school. 

 A. about which  B. to which C. to whom D. about whom 

5. Pam is the friend ____________ she lives. 

 A. to whom  B. with whom C. who  D. whom 

6. The music ___________ we are listening is very wonderful. 

 A. which  B. to which C. with which D. who 

7. The bus __________ I go to work is very fast. 

 A. on which  B. to which C. that  D. to that 

8. The man _____________ I work is very nice. 

 A. whose  B. who    C. for whom D. which 

* Choose the best answer (PARTICIPLES or    TO INFINITIVE) 

1. Do you know the girl ……… a long white dress? 

a. wears   b. to wear  c. wear   d. wearing 

2. The house ………… 40 years ago is still in good condition. 

a. which built  b. to build  c. built   d. building 

3. I like the food ……….by my mother. 

a. was cooked b. cooked c. which cooked  d. cooking 

4. The man ……….. at the back board is our teacher. 

a. stood   b. stands  c. standing  d. to stand  

5. Armstrong was the first astronaut ………….. onto the moon 

a. to step   b. stepping  c. stepped  d. steps 

6. The car ………… toward us looks modern. 

a. comes   b. coming  c. came  d. to come 

7.  The bank manager was the second person ………….. by the robbers 

a. to be killed  b. who killed  c. killing  d. kills 

8. The trees …………. Our village are bamboo ones 

a. to surround b. surrounding  c. surrounded  d. surround 
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VII. Rewrite the following sentences, based on the suggestion. 

1- That man over there is an artist. I don‟t remember his name. (a relative word) 

2- The workers are working hard. Their lives are getting better. ( a relative word) 

3- Miss White is an English teacher. We studied with her last year. (a relative word) 

4- I saw the girl. She helped us last month. (a relative word) 

5- I bought a picture. It was very valuable. (a relative word) 

6-These shoes are of excellent quality. They are produced in that factory.(a relative word) 

7- The highest building is on Nguyen the street. It was built in 2002. ( a to infinitive) 

8- Mary is the only girl. She always brings me joys. (a to infinitive ) 

9- The children are very nice. They live next door . (a participle) 

10- We stopped to swim in a small river. It looked very clean. (a participle) 

11- The picture is very expensive. It was bought in Rome. (a participle) 

12- The girl has felt better. She was injured in an accident.(a participle) 

13-I‟ve bought some books. I want to read them.(a to infinitive) 

14-We need a garden. We can grow vegetables in it.(a to infinitive) 

15-I have redecorated the sitting room.(a cleft sentence with the subject focus) 

16-Huong and Sandra sang together at the party.(a cleft sentence with the subject focus) 

17-The man is learn English.(a cleft sentence with the object focus) 

18-Hoa borrowed the book from Long.(a cleft sentence with the object focus) 

19-The little boy greeted his grandfather in a strange language.(a cleft sentence with the adverbial 

focus) 

20-She presented him a book on his birthday.(a cleft sentence with the adverbial focus) 

VIII. Verb forms: 

1. We have lot of work (do) ……………today. 

2. They need a garden (play) ……………in. 

3. There are many pictures books for students (read).…………… 

4. Here is an application form for you (fill)…………… in. 

5 There are some letters (post) ……………day. 
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6. Mary is the only one (understand).…………… 

7. He was the last person (leave) ……………the party. 

8. Do you know the girl (talk)…………… to Tom over there? 

9. Boys (attend) ……………that school had to wear uniforms. 

10. I live in a pleasant room (overlook) ……………the sea. 

11. The man (injure)……………in the accident last week was dead. 

12 The money (steal) ……………from the bank will not be spent. 

13 Energy (require)……………for heating the room costs much. 

14. The music (play)…………… by the Beatles cheers me up all the time. 

15. Would you mind (check) ……………the data again? 

16. (Buy) ……………clothes is often a very time- consuming thing. 

17 (Know) that‟s he was poor, I offered (pay) his fare. 

18. Have you ever met the girl (stand) ……………next to the traffic light? 

19. Rits Hotel is a good place (stay)……………in. 

20. “Little Woman”, a novel ( publish) in 1868, is my little sister‟s favourite book. 

21.The 1
st
 man who (interview) ……………was entirely unsuitable 

22 .The children (attend) ……………that school receive a good education 

23. Be sure ( follow) ……………the instructions (give) at the top of the page 

24. (do) ……………all my homework, I went to bed 

25.(know)  ……………your limitations is important 

26.I have just found a river ( swim)…………… in 

27. he was the second person (deceive)…………… in this way 

28.The girl (talk) ……………to the teacher is Lan‟s sister 

29. The number of students ( count) ……………is quite high 

30.Do you know the building ( paint)…………… green? 

IX. Complete the sentences with the correct form of could / be able to. Use the negative if 

necessary.  

1. Suddenly all the lights went out. We……………..see anything. 
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2. The computer went wrong, but luckily Emma……………put it right again. 

3. There was a big party last night. You…………….hear the music half a mile away. 

4. I learnt to read music as a child. I……………. read it when I was five. 

5. People heard warnings about the flood, and they …………….move out in time. 

6. She was very strong. She ______ swim all day and dance all night. 

7. The car fell into the river. The workers _____ get it out but the driver was dead.  

8. When I was younger I _____ stay up all night and not get tired 

9. We had no keys, so we ______ open the door. (negative) 

10. I looked very carefully and I _______ see a car in the distance. 

11. A boy fell into the sea but luckily we ______ help him. 

12. My son will never ______ to play the piano  

13. At four years old he _____ read quite well. 

14. I am sorry I ____ come to the meeting next week. 

15. Before he had the car accident, he _____ run very fast. 

16. I ______________ remember his name. 

17. Diana ______________ the piano. 

18. She will ______________ come on holiday next month if her parents give her permission. 

19. They ______________ go. The weather was too bad. 

20. A: Can you lend me some money? B: Sorry. I ______________. I haven't got any either. 

21. Sorry, Teacher. I ______________do it yet. 

22. The fishing boat sank but luckily all the crew ______________ save themselves. 

23. Kemal ________________ afford this watch. It‟s too expensive. 

24. She _______________ swim. She learnt how to swim when she was  

25. Sinan _____________ find the password after three attempts. 

26. I ______________ open the door since my hands were full. 

27. Linda is a practical girl. She _____________ do every housework very quickly. 

28. When I was a child, I _______________ skateboard. 

29. As soon as I saw the boy in front of my car, I _______________ step the brake. 
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30. Because it was foggy, Tim _____________ see clearly. 

31. Larry Bird ____________ score 30 points in the last match. 

32. In the last Olympic games in Beijing Usain Bolt _____________ run 100 meters in 9.69 seconds 

and he broke the world record. 

33. My grandfather_____________ walk without any help last night. 

34. I'll ________________ help you later. 

35. ____________ you play the piano when you were a child? 

36. George is absent from class today. He ____________ be sick. 

37. ________ I watch the football match in your house? 

38. I told my son that it was too late and he ________  not go to the party  

39. If I continue training I will ________ to run the marathon next summer. 

40. If you continue drinking you won´t ________  to drive home. 

41. He ________  (not) go to France because he had lost his passport.  

42. Fred (speak) Russian when he was six years old. 

43. When you (come) tomorrow? 

44. She (not/understand) the question yesterday. 

45. I haven't ________  concentrate recently at work. I don't know what it is. 

46. My brother ________ cook very well. He is a chef in a French restaurant. 

47. I have to go to a business dinner tomorrow night so I  ________ (not) come to the party. I'm 

very sorry. 

48. When I was very young, I used to ________ touch my toes, but I can't now! 

49. This telephone is terrible. I ________ (not) hear you at all. 

50. Despite the arrival of the storm, they ________ finish the football match. 

51. Do you think we ________ park over here? 

52. Michael is very proud to ________ play in a jazz-band. 

53. When I arrived everyone was asleep. Fortunately I ________ wake my sister and she let me in. 

54. The police were suspicious at first but I ________ convince them that we were innocent. 

55. I knew the town so I ________ advise him where to go. 
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X. Add the tags to complete the sentences. 

1. These sausages are delicious……………? – They certainly are. 

2. You haven‟t lived here long,……………? – No, only three months . 

3. It‟s quite a big garden,…………….? – Yes , there‟s plenty of room. 

4. There aren‟t many people here yet,…………….? – No , but it‟s till quite early. 

5. You‟re Rachel‟s friend, ………………? – Yes , I‟m Vicky. 

6. You came in a sports car, ……………..? – That‟s right. 

7. We can sit on the grass,………………..?- I think it‟s dry enough. 

8. The weather forecast wasn‟t very good,…………….? – No , it wasn‟t. 

9. Nothing can happen, ………….? 

10. I‟d better go, ……………? 

11. You always learn hard,…………….? 

12. The number of rare animals is decreasing so rapidly,……………..? 

13.Dinosaurs became extinct millions of years,………………? 

14.Visitors do not help to preserve and protect national parks, ……………..? 

15. No one has been there,……………..? 

     16.Bill came on a bicycle,………………………? 

     17.The Smiths have two cars,…………………..? 

     18.It could be done,…………………………….? 

    19.She‟s got lovely blue eyes,………………….? 

    20.That‟s him over there,……………………….? 

    21. …………………He hardly ever makes a mistake,                      ? 

    23. Nobody liked the play,                       ? 

    24. She'd save money if she bought fresh food,                       ? 

    25. She's very' funny. She's got a great sense of humour,                       ? 

    26. The area was evacuated at once,                       ? 

    27.Mr Smith usually remembered his wife's birthdays,                       ? 

    28.It never works very well,                       ? 
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    29.He ought to have made a note of it,                       ? 

    30.Neither of them offered to help you,                       ? 

    31.There'll be plenty for everyone,                       ? 

    32.Let's go out for dinner tonight,                       ? 

    33.That isn't Bill driving,                       ? 

    34.Nothing went wrong,                       ? 

    35.There used to be trees here,                       ? 

    36.This won't take long,                       ? 

    37.Don't touch that button,                       ? 

    38.I'm too late,                       ? 

   39.Not a very good film,                        ?                                           

   40.Somebody wanted a drink,                      ? 

   41.They think he's funny,                      ? 

Rewrite the following sentences without changing their meaning. 

1. People know that cars pollute the environment.   Cars  ……………. 

2. People believe that the robber has worked in the bank.  The robber ……. 

3. Many people believe that she is an honest person.  She   …………… 

4. They think that the president will arrive soon.  The president ………….   

5. It is reported that many passengers died in the crash. Many passengers  …. 

6. It is expected that the prices will rise again this month.  The prices   ………. 

7. It is proved that life doesn‟t exist on the moon.  Life  …………………   

8. They say that he has passed the final exam with the best result.  He is  ….  

9. He is said to have been in the army. People say  ……………….  

10. It is believed that the man escaped in a stolen car.  The man  ……….. 

11. People say that he has been all over the world.  He  …………………. 

12. It is believed that the man is 108 years old.  The man  …………….. 

13.People believe that Omachi is from Quangnam. => Omachi………….. 

14. They think that Danny can clean the floor.=> Danny………………………. 
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15. They thought that Nha had had her photos taken.=> Nha ……………………… 

16. People think that Omachi has been punished by the teacher. => Omachi…… 

17. They think Benam will attend the party. => Benam ……………………… 

18. They said that Junbi found sick 2 weeks ago.=> Junbi ……………………. 

19. People believe that Leanh is suffering from something serious. => Leanh ….. 

20. People say that four members have been dismissed from the class 

=> Four members ……….. 

B. PHONETICS 

 Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words. 

1) A. facsimile             B. transfer   C. spacious            D. fax 

2) A. equipped                      B. delivered                  C. transferred        D. received 

3) A. helps                            B. provides                   C. documents        D. texts 

4. A . decided                        B. stopped                C. washed        D. laughed 

5. A. summers                       B. exams                C. countries        D. houses 

6. A. supply                           B. dirty                          C. energy                D. happy 

7. A. decreased                      B. influenced                 C. endangered        D. established 

8. A. answer                          B. sweater                    C. swim                   D. switch 

9.  A. hopes                         B. takes                         C. tastes          D. arrives 

10. A. worked                         B. forced               C. caused         D. matched 

11. A. equip                        B. service               C. limit          D. beside 

12. A. spacious              B. parcel             C. part         D. spa 

13. A. sell                        B. smile               C. enthusiasm        D. small 

14. A. swing                        B. sweet               C. answer        D. swan 

15. A. research              B. reserve             C. present        D. because 

16. A. test                        B. solidarity             C. event          D. question 

17. A. introduced                  B. added                       C. participated       D. appreciated 

18. A. collected             B. talked              C. cooked        D. jumped 

19. A. trends                        B. decisions              C. markets        D. offers 
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20. A. lets                        B. pursuits                      C. sleep                 D. waterfalls 

21.A.studied                         B. raised                 C. seemed          D. stopped 

22. A. advertise              B. commerce               C. dance         D. express 

23. A. depth                           B. smooth                C.  threat          D. teeth 

24. A. wrinkle               B. wreck                C. wind       D. sewage 

25. A. university             B. unit                 C. unique         D. undo 

26. A. main                         B. certain                C. complain          D. explain 

27. A. please                        B.  advice                C. allowance         D. base 

28. A. exist                         B. decline                C.  recognize         D. enrich 

29. A. athlete                         B. advance                 C. advantage         D. adventure 

30. A. polite                         B. define                 C. describe           D. promise 

31. A. jumped              B. marched     C. trapped           D. robbed 

32. A. bridged               B. managed     C. grabbed           D. reached 

33. A. athletics               B. campground     C. average           D. spectacular 

34. A. qualification            B. undertake     C. solitude           D. sophisticated 

35. A. waterfall            B. bricklaying   C. engraving           D. home-based 

*  ENDING SOUND  –ed 

/id/: after /t/, /d/: eg, wanted, needed 

/t/: after /p/, /k/, /f/, /tʃ//ʃ/,/s/, /θ/  (ph, ch, sh, c, gh, k, f, p, s, x) 

/d/: sau các phụ âm còn lại và các nguyên âm 

Note:  Một số động từ có đuôi ed đọc bằng /id/ 

Adj: naked, crooked, ragged, wretched, rugged, learned, beloved, wicked, sacred 

Adv: deservedly, supposedly, markedly, allegedly 

1. A. talked  B. passed  C. washed D. lived 

2. A. worked  B. stopped  C. booked D. wanted 

3. A. cooked  B. beloved  C. helped D. stamped 

4. A. regarded  B. punched  C. missed D. pushed 

5. A. decided  B. released  C. rained D. followed 
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6. A. talked  B. called  C. robbed D. enjoyed 

7. A. jumped  B. picked  C. relaxed D. suited 

8. A. repaired  B. wished  C. touched D. looked 

9. A. learned  B. sacred  C. believed D. needed 

10. A. blessed  B. wretched  C. played D. demolished 

ENDING SOUND  –s or –es (present simple/ plural nouns/ possessive) 

/s/: after /p/, /k/, /t/, / /f/, /θ/ (ph, f, c, gh, t, th) 

/iz/: after /ʃ/, /tʃ/, /ʤ/, /ʒ/, /z/, /s/ ( sh, x, j, ch, ge, se, ce, s, z) 

/z/: sau các phụ âm còn lại và các nguyên âm 

1. A. cats  B. tapes   C. lives   D. cooks 

2. A. walks  B. begins  C. helps  D. cuts 

3. A. biscuits  B. magazines            C. newspapers    D. vegetables 

4. A. tells  B. talks   C. stays   D. steals 

5. A. chemists  B. laughs  C. days   D. books 

C. VOCABULARY: Choose the best answer  

1. The hotel staff are friendly and_______ 

a. unhelpful      b. courteous c. discourteous d. impolite 

2. A person who receives something is called________ 

a. receive         b. receipt c. recipe d. recipient 

3, Fax transmission has now become a cheap and ____ way to transmit texts and graphics over 

distance. 

A. inconvenient  B. convenient  C. uncomfortable D. comfortable 

4) If you ____ to your favorite newspapers and magazines, they will be delivered to your house early in 

the morning. 

A. buy               B. book C. pay D. subscribe 

5. The post office offers the_______ Mail Service which is particularly fast 

a. Secure    b. Efficient c. Express d. Reliable 

6. There was no mention of the incident in the national press 
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a. television    b. newspapers    c. Internet d. radio 

7. We are proud of our ________ staff, who are always friendly and efficient. 

A. well-done   B. well-appointed C. well-behaved D. well-trained 

8. You can choose to send your letters by air or surface mail 

a. have b. like c. select  d. get 

9. People can buy daily ____ in many local post office in early morning. 

A. newspapers  B. books  C. postcards  D. letters 

10. Many rare ____ animals are in danger of extinction. 

 A. species           B. classes C. beings D. pairs 

11. People are destroying the environment by adding ____ to it. 

 A. pollutes          B. pollutions       C. pollutives D. pollutants 

12. The Earth will be a planet where human beings, animals and plants live in peaceful _____. 

a. cooperation b. coordination c. corporation  d. coexistence 

13. We continue to ______rainforests and increase the dangers of global warming. 

a. cut off  b. cut in  c. cut out  d. cut down 

14. Dinosaurs became ____ millions of years go. 

 A. disappear        B. extinct C. lost D. endangered 

15.The war brought death and ______ to the city. 

a. destruction b. destruct  c. destroyed  d. destroy 

16.Are there any ______ rivers left in the world? 

a. pollutions b. unpolluted  c. pollutant  d. polluted 

17. The waste from the chemical factory is extremely ______.    

      a. harm       b. harmful   c. unharmed   d. harmless 

18.  Coal and oil are non-renewable ____ sources. 

 A. engineer        B. energy C. engineering D. energetic 

19. At present, most of our energy comes from fossil fuels. 

a. recently   b. now    c. that    d. in fact 

20. However, such reserves are strictly limited 
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a. slightly   b. slowly   c. severely   d. easily 

22. because power demand is increasing very rapidly, fossil fuels will be exhausted within a short 

time. 

a. enabled   b. tired   c. bushed   d. emptied 

23. We should develop such ____ sources of energy as solar energy and nuclear energy. 

 A. tradition           B. alternative    C. revolutionary D. surprising 

24. Increased consumption will lead to faster ____ of our natural resources. 

 A. exhaust           B. exhausting     C. exhaustion D. exhaustive 

25. He studies ________ at university.  

   A. ecologist               B. ecological      C. ecologic  D. ecology  

26. People have used coal and oil to ____ electricity for along time. 

 A. generation        B. generated       C. generate D. generates 

27. ……………… is by far the most popular pastime in Britain. 

A. Listening to music  B. Gardening  C. Reading  D. Watching television 

28.Recreation and entertainment are important to people anywhere in ………….. . 

A. America   B. Asia   C. the world  D. Britain 

29. The two most popular sporting activities in Britain are …………………….. . 

A. Snooker and soccer  B. walking and swimming   

C. football and rugby   D. cricket and athletics 

30. In the last few years, more and more British people have taken part in .. courses. 

A. sports   B. English   C. weekend or holiday  D. swimming and singing 

31. Making your own stock market decisions is much more …… than bricklaying. 

A. simple   B. sophisticated  C. enormous   D. practical 

32. Besides watching television, people have other ……………. . 

A. pursuits   B. hobbies   C. interests   D. All are correct. 

33. The sports that people often watch are ………… sports. 

A. beautiful   B. spectator   C. important   D. home-based 

34. If you agree with this suggestion; “Why don‟t we try to study hard?”, how do you respond?  
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A. I disagree with you.  B. Great!   C. I don‟t think so.  D. Let‟s not do that. 

35. I left it ………… on the table ……. in drawer. 

A. either / nor   B. neither / or   C. either / or   D. neither / nor 

36. Neither you nor your monitor .............. done the homework. 

A. have   B. has    C. had    D. having 

37. People who want to improve their practical skills can take a course in …… 

A. karaoke singing   B. glass engraving   

C. painting    D. “Living with more meaning” 

39. Athletics is the most popular in ………………..  

A. spring   B. fall    C. summer   D. winter 

40. Forms of popular entertainment are …………. in different countries. 

A. the same   B. different   C. similar   D. All are right. 

41. Through a course of  “Living with more meaning”, we can improve our …… 

A. art    B. music               C. minds   D. practical skills 

42.Yuri Gagarin became the first person to eat and drink in the …………….. 

   a. weightless      b. weight         c. weigh             d. weightlessness 

43. Before Gagarin‟s historic flight, there were still enormous…………… 

  a. accidents         b. uncertainties      c. certainties            d. successes 

44. Neither the director nor his assistant …………….. yet.  

  a. haven‟t come  b. has come           c. have come            d. hasn‟t come 

45. It‟s……………. sweet tea that I can‟t drink it.  

  a. so                    b. very                   c. such                     d. too 

46. I think you …………… better not tell him the truth. 

  a. had                  b. would               c. should                  d. will 

47. Don‟t go out ………….the rain without an umbrella. 

  a. in                    b. under                  c. through                d. of 

48. I was very angry ……………Tom because he was rude ……………me. 

  a. about/with      b. at/with               c. with/about           d. with/to 
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49. The subject ,…………..we are going to discuss , is very important. 

  a. who                b. that                    c. which                   d. a and c 

50. He bought an air conditioner and in stalled………….him self. 

  a.  then               b . it                        c. him                       d. your 

51. When I was six, I…………..ride a bike.  

  a. can                 b. could                 c. was able to           d. was 

52.. The player hurt in his leg, but he …………..play to the end. 

  a. can‟t              b. could                   c. couldn‟t                d. was able to 

53. At last we …………….reach the top of the mountain. 

  a. could             b. couldn‟t               c. were able to          d. can 

54. He‟ll go to college, ………….he? 

  a. will               b. won‟t                   c. doesn‟t                  d. does 

55. Please keep silent in the room, …………….you? 

  a. do                 b. don‟t                    c. will                        d. shall 

* Choose a, b, c or d that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 

part; or has a close meaning to the original one. 

1. How many sports are there….the 14
th

 ASEAN Games? 

a. in   b. on   c. at   d .to 

2. Do you know when the 2006 Asian games took place? 

a. happened  b. deepened  c. added  d. struggled 

3. Only 489 athletes took part in the 1
st
 Asian Games. 

a. participated in b. got rid of  c. gave up  d. added to 

4. Korea was chosen to be….of the 2002 Asian Games. 

a. athlete  b. host   c. participant  d. guest 

5. ……..is the way of life, especially the general customs and beliefs, of a particular group of people at 

particular time. 

a. Friendship  b. Solidarity  c. Event  d. Culture 

6. After the accident he lost his…….for the sport. 
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a. enthusiasm  b. enthusiast  c. enthusiastic  d. enthusiastically 

7. The Asian games take …..every four years for the countries in the Asia to compete. 

a. seat   b. stand  c. place  d. spot 

8. Swimming is one of the……sport. 

a. mountainous b. aquatic  c. racing  d. running 

9. ……can help an athlete to improve the strength of muscles and the appearance of the body. 

a. Shooting  b. Table tennis  c. Weightlifting d. Playing chess 

10. All sportsmen that take part in the Olympic games must be amateur……… 

a. athletes            b. athletic  c. athletically   d. athleticism 

11.On some special occasions, people often march and demonstrate  to show their…….. 

a. nation  b. event  c. culture  d. solidarity 

12.The winners of each event were presented with gold, silver, and bronze….. 

a. flags   b. banners  c. medals  d. sheet 

13. …is the sport of fighting with long thin swords. 

a. Basketball  b. Fencing  c. Hockey  d. Wrestling 

14. All the international games have been developed in all….., from the quality of the athletes to the 

sports equipment. 

a. kinds   b. sorts   c. types  d. aspects 

15. ….is a sport in which two competitors fight by hitting each other with their hands. 

a. Football  b. Fencing  c. Wrestling  d. Boxing 

16. He rang James, …..a good friend as well as his trainer. 

a. who was  b. that was  c. being  d. to be 

17. …..came from France were really more friendly than any others. 

a. The athletes, that    b. The athletes whom 

c. The athletes who   d. The athletes which 

18. That is Mr Pike, a referee, …..i told you about. 

a. that   b. which  c. whom  d. whose 

19. He took out a photo of Pele,…….he adored 
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a. whose  b. whom  c. that   d. which 

20.The athlete……could not compete because of his injury. 

a. about I told you    b. about I told you 

c. whom I told you        d. I told you 

21.The official, …..the drug was found, has been arrested. 

a. in whose car b. in which car c. car in which d. in that car 

22. The boy are talking about the exciting match……on TV. 

a. seeing  b. they saw  c. whom they saw d. to see 

23. Thousands of people……along the road watched the bicycle racing. 

a. stand  b. that stand  c. standing  d. stood 

24. The death of his son was an experience from……he never fully recovered. 

a. when  b. why   c. that   d. which 

25. The gymnasium has just equipped with some new sports….. 

a. facilities  b. events  c. athletes  d. medals 

26. It is said that there will be some more new sports added…the Games 

a. in   b. for   c. with   d. to 

27. Tommy decided to……..his interest in working a professional footballer. 

a. take part in  b. pursuit  c. pay   d. practice 

28. Teenagers have a…..to imitate their idols, and collect their pictures as a hobby. 

a. way   b. trend  c. path   d. show 

29. Football is a sport that attracts the most spectators. 

a. viewers  b. players  c. observers  d. reporters 

30. Football has gained in……since the time it appeared. 

a. popular  b. popularly  c. popularity  d. popularize 

31. I cannot play any sports, but I find it interesting to….. 

a. watch  b. notice  c. observe  d. look 

32. Which is the most popular recreation……summer? 

a. for   b. at   c. on   d. in 
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33. Some training courses can provide people……practical skills. 

a. from   b. on   c. for   d. with 

34. What are you interested….doing in your free time? 

a. for   b. in   c. over   d. on 

35. There are several sophisticated hobbies that require hobbyist a lot of time and money. 

a. complex  b. simple  c. easy   d. pleasant 

36. His English speaking ability is better and better. It  has been…… 

a. entertained  b. improved  c. viewed  d. paid 

37. In some countries, women‟s rights are not equal….men‟s. 

a. for   b. with   c. from   d. to 

38. There are many other pursuits such as listening to music, reading and gardening. 

a. hobbies  b. sports  c. courses  d. decisions 

39. ……is a particular activity that somebody does when he is not working. 

a. Saying  b. Recreation  c. Leisure  d. Popularity 

40. Our recreation is quite different……yours. 

a. between  b. among  c. with   d. from 

41. He got a scholarship so his parents did not have to pay his school…… 

a. report  b. fee   c. equipment  d. master 

42. Many spacemen could never get back to the Earth because of….accidents. 

a. tragedy  b. tragic  c. tragically  d. tragedies 

43. Since the former days, stars have……cosmologists all over the world. 

a. attract  b. attraction  c. attracted  d. attractive 

44. He finds it difficult for him to recover from his son‟s……. 

a. die   b. dead   c. deadly  d. death 

45. He failed again, which was a/an……disappointment. 

a. enormous  b. big   c. wide   d. large 

46. In 1957 the Soviet Union launched the first satellite to orbit the Earth. 

a. circle  b. fly   c. get back to  d. attract 
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47. The flight will take approximately three weeks. 

 closely  b. exactly  c. about  d. precisely 

48. ….is the empty area outside the Earth‟s atmosphere, where the planets and the stars are. 

a. The Sun  b. The earth  c. The moon  d. Space 

49. How long did Yuri Gagarin‟s trip into space…..?-Only 108 minutes. 

a. lengthen  b. last   c. late   d. strengthen 

50. There‟s a special area at the airport where you can view aircraft taking off and landing. 

a. look   b. watch  c. notice  d. stare 

51. When….astronaut travels into space, if a technical failure happens, he can never get back 

to……Earth. 

a. a/an   b. O/an   c. an/O   d. the/O 

52. Do human beings have any problem to survive…….weightlessness? 

a. for   b. at   c. in   d. on 

53. The  spaceship was launched into space……..the speed of 25,000 miles per hour. 

a. in   b. at   c. on   d. with 

54. Do it….the way that I have ever told you. 

a. by   b. on   c. at   d. in 

55. You ……right, I suppose. 

a. could be  b. was able to be c. can be  d. was not able to forget 

56. Don‟t worry, they….to phone. 

a. could forget    b. were able to forget 

c. could have just forgotten  d. were not able to forget 

57. Help me with housework,…….? 

a. don‟t you  b. do you  c. will you  d. won‟t you 

58. You have ever heard about Yuri Gagarin,……? 

a. do you  b. haven‟t you  c. don‟t you  d. didn‟t you 

59. Jenny….leave the hospital only for days after the operation. 

a. was able to  b. could  c. can   d. will be able to 
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60. At last, they………..get through the mountain in such a heavy rain. 

a. can   b. could  c. are able to  d. were able to 

61. ……your cell phone? 

a. I can borrow b. could I borrow c. Am I able to  d. Was able to 

62. Despite yesterday snowfalls, we……arrive at school on time. 

a. could   b. couldn‟t  c. were able to  d. weren‟t able to 

63. The girl….tell what had happened to her after she had been unconscious for three days. 

a. could  b. will be able to c. can   d. was able to 

64. They used to work as astronauts,……? 

a. don‟t they  b. weren‟t they c. did they  d. didn‟t they 

65. A spaceship is one of the extraordinary……of human beings. 

a. feats   b. moments  c. reactions  d. tension 

66. …….is a feeling of worry and anxiety which makes it difficult for you to relax. 

a. Precision  b. Tension  c. Weightlessness d. Satisfaction 

67. Can we never know precisely what would happen in space? 

a. interestedly  b. approximately c. amusing  d. exactly 

68. The footballer…..play again in spite of his severe injury. 

a. could not  b. could not  c. was able to  d. was not able to 

69.  Let‟s begin the meeting, ……? 

a. don‟t we  b. do us  c. were you  d. shall we 

70. You did not read anything about the space,…….? 

a. didn‟t you  b. did you  c. were you  d. weren‟t you 

71.  Go with us, …..? 

a. will you  b. won‟t you  c. shall we  d. shan‟t us 

D. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

1. Your grandfather could speak five languages, could he? 

2. She spoke in a very low voice, but I can understand what she said. 

3. I used to be to stand on my head but I can‟t be able to do it now. 
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4.The trip was cancelled lask week. John couldn‟t go away because he was ill. 

5.  On 15
th

 October in 2003, China launched its first manned spacecraft into space, wasn‟t it? 

6. It was at the shop which she bought a wonderful present for him on his birthday. 

7. This school is only for children their first language is not English. 

8.John was the last man reached the top of the mountain in the contest held last year. 

9.Using bicycles in big cities is good because they are not only clean and easy to park. 

10.The song to that we listened last night was beautiful. 

11. Do you get on with the person whom lives next door? 

12.The Great Wall of China reported to have been built in the late of 1400s. 

13. That sign isn‟t too small to read, isn‟t it? 

14.Neither Lam nor his brothers don‟t like horror films. 

15.The last person leaving the room must turn off the light. 

16. My close friend, that I‟ve lost touch with for 3 years, has just returned from  India. 

17. He is the second person be killed in that way. 

18. They work in a hospital sponsoring by the government. 

19. You‟re going to Helsinki this weekend, haven‟t you? 

20. Both Tom with Ann were late for class          

E WRITING 

1 . Writing a passage about your favourite hobbies (about  60 to 80 words). 

2. Writing a passage about  your favorite astronaut (about  60 to 80 words). 

 

 

TEST 1                                                                                    

LANGUAGE FOCUS    

Choose the word that has a different stress pattern from the others. 

1/ A/ mission  B/ conquest C/ venture  D/ variety 

K: D 

2/  A/ gigantic         B/ continual         C/ ignorant         D/ destructive 
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K: C 

3/  A/ energy         B/ exhausted         C/ natural         D/ plentiful 

K: B 

Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C, or D) that best fits the blank. 

4/ They are excellent students ______ I have complete confidence. 

A/ who         B/ that         C/ whom         D/ in whom 

K: D 

5/ Hydroelectric power is produced by the fall of water ______ in a dam. 

A/ trapped         B/ trapping         C/ to be trapped         D/ that trapped 

K: A 

6/ Every day he practises in the ______. 

A/ gymnast         B/ gymnasium         C/ gymnastic         D/ gymnastics 

K: B 

7/ ______ from all over the world take part in the Olympic Games. 

A/ Athlete         B/ Athletic         C/ Athletes         D/ Athletics 

K: C 

8/ Neither John nor his classmates ________ ready for the competition. 

A/ is                B/ was                C/ are               D/ has been 

K: C 

9/ Toxic chemicals from factories are one of the serious factors that leads wildlife to the ______ of 

extinction. 

A/ wall         B/ verge         C/ fence         D/ bridge 

K: B 

10/ His flight was in ______ around the Earth at the speed of more than 17,000 miles per hour. 

A/  orbit         B/ travel         C/ circuit         D/ revolve 

K: A 

11/ Jet streams are layers of air ______ rapidly above the earth's surface. 

A/ that move         B/ move         C/ have moved         D/ moved 
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K: A 

12/ I think he will join us, ______? 

A/ doesn't he         B/ won't he         C/ will he         D/ don't I 

K: B 

13/ The Sales Manager is the person _________ I obtained the figures. 

A/ that     B/ from whom      C/ by whom D/ from that 

K: B 

14/ The Asian Games have been advancing  ______  all aspects. 

A/ in         B/ at         C/ on         D/ for 

K: A 

15/ Not only ______ visit Japan but they plan to stop off in the USA as well. 

A/ they plan to         B/ they must         C/ will they         D/ are they paying 

K: C 

16/  - Harry: “Are you ready, Kate? There is not much time left.” 

       - Kate:  “Yes, just a minute. ______.” 

A/ I‟m coming         B/ I won‟t finish         C/ I‟d be OK         D/ No longer     

K: A 

17/ The increase of tourists often ______ an increase in the amount of garbage. 

A/ pays for         B/ makes for         C/ works out         D/ leads to 

K: D 

18/  -Sue: “Can you help me with my essay?”         

       -Robert: “______” 

A/ Yes, I‟m afraid not.          B/ I think that, too.         C/ Not completely.         D/ Why not?    

K: D 

19/ Diving is one of the ___________ sports. 

A/ mountainous      B/ aquatic         C/ racing               D/ running 

K: B 

20/ I have two brothers, _____are professional athletes. 
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A/ two of which                B/ two of who                C/ both of whom                D/ all of them 

K: C 

 

II. READING 

Choose the word or phrase (A,B,C or D) that best fits the blank space in the following passage: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parents (21)________________ responsibility to prepare their children for adulthood and to 

give them love and time. Teaching them to read and to love reading will also prepare them for facing 

the world with (22) ________________ and being successful. 

One of my favourite pictures was taken when I was about 11 years old. I was sitting in a little 

red rocking chair made by grandfather reading a book. I‟m 30 years old now and one of my greatest 

hobbies is reading. I‟m so (23)_______________ to my parents for giving me the love for reading and 

education. I have very fond memories of my parents‟reading to me, teaching me how to read, and 

helping me (24)_____________ my homework. Because of the respect I have for education, I was able 

to graduate from high school and (25)__________________ in college study. I have a son now, and I 

know how important it is to teach him to have some love for reading. I hope that all parents will realize 

this and will get their children involved in reading at an early age. 

         21/ take  22/ confidence   23/ grateful   24/ with   25/ succeed 

 

Read the passage below carefully and choose the correct answer (A,B,C or D): 

There are many sources of pollution in our modern world. At present, the most serious sources are 

acid rain, car exhaust fumes and oil spills. Factory chimneys give out smoke that contains sulphur 

dioxide and nitrogen oxide. These gases combine with moisture in the atmosphere to form sulphuric 

succeed             achieve                       hopeful   with                                                                                   

  confidence   grateful  take                make                                                              
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acid and nitric acid. When it rains, these acids dissolve in the rain and make it acidic. Acid rain is 

believed to be the worst pollution of all. It has harmed aquatic life by turning many lakes into lifeless 

bodies of water. Car exhaust fumes contain carbon monoxide and lead which are highly poisonous. In 

big cities, the exhaust fumes build up and pose a health hazard to human beings. Pollution of the sea by 

oil threatens marine life. Much of the oil comes from ships that clean their fuel tanks while at sea. 

Offshore oil wells also discharge vast amounts of oil into the sea. Pollution of the sea can also be 

caused by oil spills. 

26/  Acid rain is believed _______.  

 A/ to be no harm   B/ to be necessary for agriculture  

 C/ to be the worst pollution of all                            D/ to be pure 

K: C 

27/ Offshore wells _______. 

 A/ do nothing with pollution  B/ always keep the seas clean 

 C/ do well with the waste  D/ discharge vast amounts of oil into the sea 

K: D 

28/ What do car exhaust fumes contain? 

 A. only lead     B. carbon monoxide and lead 

 C. acid rain  D. useful gases 

K: B 

29/ Smoke from factory chimneys _______. 

 A. does no harm to us  B. is necessary for manufacture 

 C. is not harmful to our health D. causes acid rain 

K: D 

30/ According to the passage, what are the most serious sources of pollution? 

 A. Oil, cooking, and water drainage               B. Acid rain, car exhaust fumes, and oil spills 

 C.  Water irrigation, smog, and rubbish           D. Garbage disposal, forest fires, and 

garbage 

K: B 
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III. WRITING: 

Sentence Building 

31/  First present/ I / receive/  my best friend /steal / last week// 

K/ The first present that I had received from my best friend was stolen last week. 

32/ She/ only woman/ win / gold medal / this event/ Viet Nam// 

K: She is/ was the only woman that/ who won the  gold medal in this event for Viet Nam. 

33/ It /1492/ Columbus/ sail/ America// 

K: It was  in 1492 that Columbus sailed to America. 

34/ Both /Mary/ her sister /prefer/ play /guitar/ listen/ music/ free time// 

K: Both Mary and her sister prefer playing the guitar to listening to music in their free time. 

35/  Grandfather/ enjoy/ classify /books /  different categories/ and/ put/ them/ shelves// 

K: My /(His/ Her…)/ grandfather enjoys classifying books into different categories and putting them 

on the shelves. 

Transformation 

36/ We didn‟t go to the concert last night because we were busy. 

 If we 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

K: If we hadn‟t been busy, we would have gone to the concert last night. 

37/ Peter gave half of the $50,000 he won to his parents. 

 Peter won $50,000, 

___________________________________________________________________ 

K: Peter won $50,000, half of which he gave to his parents. 

38/ Nobody has used this room for years. 

 This room 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

K: This room hasn‟t been used for years. 

39/ I live in the town not far from the capital.  
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 The town which 

________________________________________________________________________ 

K: The town which I live in isn‟t far from the capital. 

40/  Those children need our help. Their parents are too poor to send them to school. 

 Those children 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

K: Those children, whose parents are too poor to send them to school, need our help. 

 

 

 

 

TEST 2 

Câu 1: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

The quiet country roads are ideal for cycling. The word “cycling” is closest in meaning to “____”. 

A. kicking a ball B. riding a bicycle C. playing football D. driving a car 

Câu 2: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

My ____ for my mother is infinite. 

A. admiration B. admirer C. admire D. Admirable 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each 

of the questions from 3  to 7  

             Hobbies are activities in which one participates strictly for ____(3)_______. They help one 

to maintain a mental and emotional balance. A hobby can be almost anything. 

           Music is most popular. For example, many people all over the world play piano simply for 

relaxing and _____(4) ______ in their free hours, and they do not play professionally. 
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         Sports provide other ______(5) _____ hobbies. Bicycling, running, tennis, ping-pong, and 

countless other sports are enjoyed by millions of people ____(6) ______ their leisure time. 

         Some people collect things as a hobby. Stamps, coins, and fine art are all popular collections, 

and valuable, too. There are still hundreds of others, not necessarily valuable but still interesting, such 

as doll collections, bottle collections, seashell collections, butterfly collections, and so on. 

         As you can see, hobbies can be relaxing, challenging, interesting, enjoyable or  

____(7)_______, so everyone should have one or two hobbies. 

 

Câu 3: A. investigating B. researching  C. amusement  D. working 

Câu 4: A. fun   B. rest   C. resting  D. funny 

Câu 5: A. liking  B. likely  C. loving  D. favorite 

Câu 6: A. for   B. on   C. of   D. during 

Câu 7: A. non-education B. education  C. educationally D. educational 

Câu 8: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

Vietnam won 3 gold ____ in the 15
th

 Asian Games. 

A. boards B. awards C. medals D. degrees 

Câu 9: Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

A. laughed B. arrived C. matched D. missed 

Câu 10: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 

A. in B. on C. for D. at 

Câu 11: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

My uncle is interested in ____ stamps. 

A. collect B. collecting C. collected D. to collect 
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Câu 12: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

___________ I bought the golden fish. 

A. It was this shop that B. It was this shop which 

C. It was from this shop that D. I was from this shop where 

Câu 13: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

____ is a series of musical notes that is pleasant and easy to remember. 

A. tune B. guitar C. musical instrument D. practice 

Câu 14: Choose the best sentence that can be made from the cues given. 

My parents and friends/help/ enrich my collection 

A. It is my parents and friends help me to  enrich my collection 

B. My parents and friends too help me enriching my collection 

C. That is my parents and friends help me to enrich my collection 

D. My parents and friends also help me to enrich my collection 

Câu 15: Choose the best sentence that can be made from the cues given. 

we/ make/ a lot of preparations/ the coming Asian Games 

A. we are making a lot of preparations for the coming Asian Games 

B. we are making a lot of preparations which for the coming Asian Games 

C. we are making a lot of preparations that are the coming Asian Games 

D. we are made a lot of preparations for the coming Asian Games 

Câu 16: Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

 The man that you are looking for living next door. 

    A           B           C                        D 

Câu 17: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

My father is an ____ guitarist. 
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A. accomplish B. accomplishment C. accomplishing D. accomplished 

Câu 18: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

Fencing was first introduced at the 13
th

 Asian Games, ____ in Bangkok, Thailand in 1998. 

A. to be held B. which was held C. holing D. when was held 

Câu 19: Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

It is my closest friend goes abroad to study next month. 

A             B                   C                      D 

Read the passage and choose the best answer A, B, C or D for the following sentences from  20 to 

24 

 

Good evening. It‟s 10.15 and it‟s time for “The Asian Games Report”. It‟s the 3
rd

 day of the Games. 

Well, today‟s most important event was the women‟s 200-metre freestyle. The Japanese, Yuko was the 

first and got the gold medal. She made a new record time of 1 minute 58 seconds. The Japanese 

athletes won two gold medals yesterday, and three the day before, so in the first three days they‟ve won 

six gold medals. 

...Here we‟re in the Gymnasium. Lily, the Chinese gymnast, has just finished her display. She‟s got 

an average of 9.5 points. That‟s the best score today! Lily‟s won the gold medal! 

...And this is Lee Bong-ju coming from Korea. This is the second time he completed in the long 

jump- at the Asian Games. Last time he jumped 8.5 metres. Today he‟s won a gold medal for men‟s 

long jump. He jumped 8.9 metres. 

...Now we‟re waiting for the last high jumper, Vichai coming from Thailand. The bar is at 2.30 

metres and... it seems too high for him. Vichai has just jumped! ...Ooh! He‟s crashed into the bar! He‟s 

landing. The bar has fallen too. He‟s getting up and walking away. But he‟s very disappointed. 

 

Câu 20:  Yuko won the gold medal in women‟s swimming. She set a new world record time of 

______________. 
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A. 1 minute 48 seconds B. 200 seconds C. 1 minute 38 seconds D. 1 

minute 58 seconds 

Câu 21:  Lily got an average of _________ points in her gymnastics event. 

A. 5 B. 9.5 C. 5.9 D. 15 

Câu 22:  Lee Bong-ju jumped ______________ and he won the gold medal in men‟s long jump. 

A. 8.9 m B. 9.8 m C. 8.5 m D. 18 m 

Câu 23:  The bar that Vichai had to jump over was at ____________. 

A. 2.0 m B. 2.5 m C. 3.2m D. 2.3 m 

Câu 24:  Which of the following sports events was NOT mentioned in the  report? 

A. long and high jumps B. weightlifting C. swimming  D. gymnastics 

Câu 25: Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

There‟s the woman who she told me about the handbag.  

    A                B               C           D 

Câu 26: Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

A. loves B. churches C. changes D. washes 

Câu 27: Choose the best answer  by circling A, B, C, or D. 

The man is my teacher. I am grateful to him. 

A. The man whom I grateful to him is my teacher. 

B. The man whom I am grateful to is my teacher 

C. The man is my teacher who I am grateful 

D. The man to him I am grateful is my teacher. 

Câu 28: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 

A. That B. whom C. which D. who 

Câu 29: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 
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„Thank you very much.‟ „___________‟ 

A. I like it a lot. B. Yes, of course. C. You‟re welcome. D. You‟re alright. 

Câu 30: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

The Olympic Games is one of the biggest sporting ____ all over the world. 

A. events B. athletes C. problems D. cultures 

Câu 31: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

A: “ Congratulations! “  -  B: “……………………” 

A. I‟m sorry B. What a pity C. You are welcome. D. Thank you 

Câu 32: Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 

                    A             B             C                  D 

Câu 33: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

I don‟t have much money, so I bought the camera ____. 

A. newly B. immediately C. second-hand D. profitably 

Câu 34: Choose the word which has the stressed part pronounced differently from the others 

A. modest B. hobby C. collect D. silver 

Câu 35: Choose the word which has the stressed part pronounced differently from the others. 

A. sophisticated B. ignorantly C. accompany D. accomplished 

Câu 36: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

„Would you like a drink ?‟ „_______________‟ 

A. Yes, I want to. B. Thank you. I don‟t want. 

C. No, I won‟t. D. Yes, please. 
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Câu 37: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

He rang James, ____ a good friend as well as his trainer. 

A. to be B. that was C. who was D. being 

Câu 38: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

Scuba-driving and windsurfing are both aquatic sports. 

A. combat B. individual C. field D. water 

Câu 39: Choose the best answer  by circling A, B, C, or D. 

My brother sent me a birthday card.  

A. It was I who was sent a birthday card.                

B. It was me  who was sent a birthday card by my brother        

C. It was me whom my brother sent a birthday card  

D. Both B and C are correct. 

Câu 40: Choose from the four given options marked A, B, C and D one best answer to complete 

each sentence by circling the responding letter A, B, C or D. 

…………. ………from all over the world take part in the Olympic Games. 

 A. Athlete  B. Athletic  C. Athletes  D. Athletics  

----------------------------------------------- 

----------- HẾT ---------- 

 


